Abstract. With the acceleration of urban modernization process, it's urgent to construct an efficient and comprehensive system for managing the urban emergency. Surveillance videos obtained by monitors in multiple locations in cities, and public opinions on the official and individual websites are two kinds of indispensable input data of emergency management system. However, these videos and opinions are processed by human with high costs and poor results. To rectify this, this paper proposes an intelligent approach based on open source computer vision libraries and natural language processing techniques. For the purpose of analyzing and forewarning emergency, the proposed approach performs effectively in utilizing huge amount of surveillance videos and public opinions, hence opening up a new way in emergency management.
Introduction
With the continuous development of global economy and the rapid ascending of urban modernization, abrupt urban emergency becomes the main impediment to the social stability, economic development and life safety of the modern cities. Urban emergency is the sudden events that lead to chaos of the city. These events include the production events (such as fire, toxic leaks), natural disasters (such as blizzard, earthquakes), social events (such as strike, popular activities). Facing the challenges brought by urban emergency, the government has invested a lot of human and financial resources. However, these resources have been more likely to put into the remedial mechanism after the emergency, rather than forewarning the emergency. Taking New Year stampede in Shanghai as an example, after the investigation, lacking preparation of mass activities, poor field control, and improper disposal of emergency are considered as the main reasons of this tragedy.
Modern urban emergency management system, which is proposed in recent years to inform and support the government to handle the situations and make right decision, should be able to massively collect emergency data, effectively retrieve related information, and intelligently analyze emergency events. As two kinds of important but easy-achieved data, surveillance videos and public opinions play a significant role in detecting and controlling urban emergency, hence being the commonly used input data in the management systems. However, technical shortcomings exist in current systems. The automation and intellectualization of such systems could be further improved.
To rectify this, based on huge amount of surveillance videos and public opinions, this paper uses open source computer vision libraries and natural language processing techniques and proposes a novel management approach for urban emergency. The proposed approach can intelligently recognize the potential urban emergency and formally model the situation of emergency events. With the assistance of output knowledge of the approach, the level of city management could be improved.
Related Works

Intelligent Analysis Techniques on Surveillance Videos
Obtained by monitors in multiple locations in cities, surveillance videos offer valuable information about the areas that are full of pedestrians and vehicles. Intelligent analysis techniques are proposed in recent years, in order to estimate the static density, forecast the traffic, and discover the abnormal activities in the videos.
Static Density Estimation recognizes and counts the people in the static frames of videos. Kim [1] divided five levels in density estimation, with the assistance of neural network founded on optical flow and coarseness of textures in videos. Traffic Forecast dynamically tracks the people in the videos to forecast the flow of the crowds. Cong [2] targeted on the videos that records people crossing a border line and entering a special district, and proposed a method avoiding the utilization of manual annotating and machine learning. Abnormal Activities Discovery detects the special pattern of the crowd flow. Two basic ideas can be categorized: one is to define the normal movement patterns in the videos as the training samples, and then detect the abnormal patterns by the well-trained model; another is to preset some abnormal rules and templates, and then match and recognize the patterns in the videos [3] .
Public Opinions Analysis
Public opinions analysis, especially the online opinions analysis, is the hotspot of news and media research works in the recent years. It focuses on the public opinion caused by some specific social problems, hence providing information for the government to control the urban emergency.
Public opinions related to urban emergency possess the characteristics of rapid derivation and wide transmission. For these texts, the analysis method should filter out the plain words and extract the potential events with immediate response. Imran [4] concentrated on the evolutional phenomena in the social media during the development of emergency events, and intended to find key elements to support the decision makers. Tobias [5] researches the influence on the government decision-making caused by public opinions under different situations in economic crisis. Analyzing the Weibo posted by the public to expose the official corruption, Joyce [6] explored the role of various types of users in the evolution of public opinion and proposed an interaction mechanism in public opinions.
Summary of Existing Works
Synthesize all of above works, with the help of fundamental theories in managements and basic technologies of information systems, current management of urban emergency often works well in forecast and response to the large-scale disasters. However, for the more frequently occurred and widely distributed urban emergency, current methods largely rely on on-site report and manual analysis, lacking automation and intellectualization. Mature works of effectively using huge amount of surveillance videos and public opinions is absent.
Framework of the Proposed Approach
The framework of the proposed approach contains 3 steps, as shown in figure 1. Step 1 Urban Emergency Discovery. Utilize monitoring target recognition algorithm, the proposed approach detect and locate the moving objects in the surveillance videos. According to their moving tracks, templates of abnormal events are designed and matched to construct the formalized model of the scenarios of urban emergency, as well as the spatial and temporal information of the videos.
Step 2 Urban Emergency Analysis. Collect news in the portal websites to establish the case base of various themes of urban emergency. With the help of RSS techniques, public opinions embedded in the official and individual SNS websites are achieved. Semantic similarities between texts of public opinions are calculated to extract and classified the hotspots and geneses of the urban emergency.
Step 3 Urban Emergency Forewarning. Compare the scenarios and hotspots of the urban emergency to construct the linkage between them. With such linkages and databases of urban emergency, forewarning messages for the public and decisions for the governments are formulated.
Implementation of the Proposed Approach Surveillance Videos Analysis for Managing Urban Emergency
For the purpose of intelligent analyzing the videos that recording the urban emergency, the first step is to accurately recognize the monitoring objects.
Specifically, 24 consecutive frames in the videos are chosen to extract the background frame. These frames are converted into greyscale and 24 greyscale values of corresponding pixels are averaged. Since the videos we used are all captured in stationary locations, the background frame obtained by foreground-background differencing algorithm will effectively detect the moving objects. The gray scale difference of the moving area can be determined by Eq.1.
where B K is the grayscale map of the kth frame of the background; D K is the difference map between foreground and background; T is the threshold in binaryzation. Neural networks are used to recognize and locate the objects with higher precision. MLP neural networks are used in this paper, which topologic structure can be divided into three layers: Input, Hidden and Output. Each layer contains several neural nodes. To train the networks, the moving objects in training samples are counted and annotated manually. Analyzing the relationship between characteristics in the detected areas and counts of annotated objects, parameters in the neutral networks are iteratively computed until the convergence. The well-trained networks are used to automatically recognize and count the objects in the unannotated frames.
After obtaining the counts and locations of the objects, six abnormal templates are considered and presented in Table 1 . The matching method is referred to Chen's works [7] . In order to formalize the urban emergency in the videos, 5 elements are used in representation, namely: Scenario = {ID, Time, Location, Crowd Density, Abnormal Pattern}.
 ID: sequentially numbered and automatically generated;  Time: directly extracted from the videos, and categorized into early morning, morning peak, morning, noon, afternoon, evening peak, and night;
 Location: directly extracted from the videos, and categorized into administrative area, storage area, dining area, living area, entertainment area, and entrance area;  Crowd Density: extracted from object recognition, and categorized into very crowded, crowded, general, rare, almost no one;  Abnormal Pattern: extracted from movement pattern matching, and categorized into six corresponding kinds and another free movement;
Till now, urban emergency is detected and represented with formal structures, which can be easily used in subsequent analysis.
Public Opinions Analysis for Managing Urban Emergency
Two kinds of texts are utilized in this paper: one kind is news retrieved with several specific keywords, collected by web crawlers; the other one is the real-time texts published on the websites, collected by RSS techniques.
Considering the names of people, groups, locations, government departments that reveal the key information of urban emergency, the first step in public opinion analysis is to construct the vocabulary of news. With this vocabulary, two kinds of texts are precisely segmented and automatically parsed. Hence, key elements in the event can be extracted:
 Event Subject: people or things that occupy initiative positions and play main roles in the event; extracted from the subject of sentences;  Event Object: people or things that occupy passive positions and play secondary roles in the event; extracted from the object of sentences;  Event Activity: activities that reflect the change of state, the generation of action, or the continuity of process; extracted from the predicate of the sentences;  Event Character: named entities that strongly indicate the characters of the events; extracted from the keywords in the sentences retrieved from the vocabulary of news.
 Event Theme: themes of the news; for news retrieved with specific keywords, extracted from the corresponding keywords; for real-time online texts, calculated by semantic similarity.
Sematic similarity calculation is processed as follow: Firstly, according to the keywords used in retrieving the news, news is classified into several case bases. Theme for each case base is the corresponding keyword. The weight of each word in the case base is determined by TF-IDF method:
where TF j is the term frequency of the word W j , and IDF j is the inversed document frequency. In order to emphasize the characters in the events, a multiplier f is set to promote the weights of words in Event Character in sematic similarity calculation: 
where C n is a case base of news, T o is a piece of online text. For each piece of online text, sematic similarities with all case bases are calculated. Event Theme of the most similar case base is used to set the Event Theme of this online text.
Till now, hotspots in the urban emergency are extracted, which can be easily used in subsequent forewarning.
Forewarning for Managing Urban Emergency
Forewarning messages of urban emergency can be separately produced with scenarios of urban emergency in surveillance videos and hotspots of urban emergency in public opinions.
For scenarios in surveillance videos, forewarning messages can be generated with the techniques of Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [8] . For example, alarm rules of population density could be properly set; situation of current event scenarios could be speculated with former similar event scenarios. With proper rules and evaluation methods, further extraction and comprehension of information in surveillance videos can be achieved. For hotspots in public opinions, combined with database of urban emergency, themes of urban emergency could be categorized into several levels to publish the forewarning messages. Table 2 shows a classification of themes. Except for separate forewarning, two kinds of input data can be integrated to publish a comprehensive message. Specifically, Time and Location in the scenarios of surveillance videos are compared with Event Subject, Event Object, and Event Character in the hotspots of public opinions to construct a bridge between two kinds of information. If they coincide with each other, a probable linkage between them is persuasive, and an additional forewarning message of relationship can be generated. This message will offer significant help for the governments to be informed with the situations and make decisions when the urban emergency is just beginning.
Case Study
The proposed approach is implemented on Core i5 1.40 GHz, 4GB memory PC. 65 surveillance videos were captured in a university campus. 7630 pieces of public opinions were collected from 12 SNS websites.
In recognizing monitoring objects, detected areas that were larger than 20×20 pixels or smaller than 5×5 pixels were filtered out to find the pedestrians. 5 layer MLP neutral networks, 5-2-2-2-5, were constructed to precisely annotate the people. The precision of recognition was 97.87%. Tracks of people were drawn and matched with abnormal templates to construct the scenarios. Figure 2 shows a frame capture from a living area, which embedded Scenario = {0001, Morning Peak, Living Area, Rare, Unidirectional Dispersing}. In public opinions analysis, IK Analyzer 2012 was used to segment the Chinese text, and Stanford Parser was used to parse the texts. Multiplier was set to 3. Figure 3 shows For two pieces of events, forewarning messages were separately produced. The event in the surveillance video may not trigger an alarm, since the population density is rare and acceptable. The event in the public opinions will generate a Grade 1 forewarning because of its Event Theme of Earthquake. Corresponding emergency plans could be also automatically executed. Since two pieces of events had significant difference in spatial and temporal information, there is no connection between two events. Hence additional forewarning message of relationship is not published.
Conclusions
Surveillance videos and public opinions play a significant role in detecting and controlling urban emergency. This paper is eager to use two kinds of data simultaneously, in order to discover and forewarning urban emergency. For surveillance videos, this paper uses open source computer vision libraries to intelligently analyze the videos. For public opinions, natural language processing techniques are adopted to understand the texts. Combining two kinds of input data, this paper opens up a new way in emergency management.
Future works concentrate in two aspects: (1) in order to improve the precision of recognition one step further, machine learning methods will be adopted to adjust the parameters to suit for various situations; (2) text classification is focused in current work, but more considerations in reasoning and trend forecasting will be researched in the future.
